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Who should attend? Physical educators, APE Specialists, Administrators,
Special Education Teachers, Related Service Providers (PT, OT, SLP)

No one has the complete knowledge and materials to address every unique need. But we start by
understanding the student, the disability and the task to determine modifications, adaptations and
supports as needed until safe and successful participation in the least restrictive environment is
achieved. The majority of the session will be active participation, case-based learning with small group
discussion, punctuated with brief lecture to provide participants with expertise and resources.
Participants will experience the collaborative process, through a wide variety of teaching modules, to
learn how to best include students with disabilities in his/her least restrictive environment in physical
education.

Topics will include: disabilities frequently encountered in PE, managing behavior, accommodating
sensory issues especially students with Autism, creating an inclusive approach, engaging students.

This is on Election Day, please make arrangements to VOTE EARLY!

To register for this institute and for additional conference information, please go to:
http://ec.ncpublicschools.gov/conferences-profdev/annual-conference
Registration fee for this institute is $60 ($85 after October 16th)
Lunch will be provided. Participants will receive .6 CEUs